You are invited to submit a paper for presentation at The Computer Networking Symposium sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Computer Communication and the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology of the National Bureau of Standards. The symposium will highlight papers of practical and research experiences concerning both computer and communications networks. All papers will be reviewed by the Program Committee and a Best Paper Award will be presented on the day of the symposium. Papers accepted for presentation will be published in the Symposium Proceedings.

Papers which are of a tutorial nature, describe practical experiences with computer networks and applications, or present new research results are desired covering a wide range of topics, including:

- Local Area Networks
- City-Wide Networks
- Long Haul Networks
- Microprocessor Nodes
- Networks of Micros

Please INCLUDE your return address and phone number.

□ Please include my name for further information on Computer Networking Symposium

Name ____________________________________________
Organization ______________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City ____________________________ Zip _____________
Phone number ____________________________

Send to: COMPUTER NETWORKING
P.O. BOX 639
SILVER SPRING, MD 20901